Abstract. An experimental analysis of three acquisition scenarios for face recognition at a distance is reported, namely: close, medium, and far distance between camera and query face, the three of them considering templates enrolled in controlled conditions. These three representative scenarios are studied using data from the NIST Multiple Biometric Grand Challenge, as the rst step in order to understand the main variability factors that aect face recognition at a distance based on realistic yet workable and widely available data. The scenario analysis is conducted quantitatively in two ways. First, we analyze the information content in segmented faces in the dierent scenarios. Second, we analyze the performance across scenarios of three matchers, one commercial, and two other standard approaches using popular features (PCA and DCT) and matchers (SVM and GMM). The results show to what extent the acquisition setup impacts on the verication performance of face recognition at a distance. 
Introduction
Face and iris are two of the most relevant biometrics used nowadays in many user recognition applications [1, 2] . A new research line growing in popularity is focused on using these biometrics in less constrained scenarios in a non-intrusive way, including acquisition On the Move and At a Distance [3] . Imagine a scenario where the people do not have to stop in front of a sensor to acquire a picture of the face: simply, they walk through an identication bow. This kind of scenarios are still in their infancy, and much research and development is 1 P. T. is supported by a FPU Fellowship from Univ. Autonoma de Madrid. Part of this work was conducted during a research stay of P.T. at Univ. of Kent funded by the European Action COST2101. This work has been partially supported by projects Bio-Challenge (TEC2009-11186), Contexts (S2009/TIC-1485), TeraSense (CSD2008-00068) and "Cátedra UAM-Telefónica".
needed in order to achieve the levels of precision and performance that certain applications require.
The new eld of biometrics at a distance is enabled mainly thanks to: 1) recent advances in sensing technology [2] , and 2) new algorithms and methods to deal with varying factors (e.g., illumination, movement, pose, distance to the camera), which in this case are less controlled than the ideal situations commonly considered in biometrics research.
As a result of the interest in these biometric applications at a distance, there is now a growing number of research works studying how to compensate for the main degradations found in uncontrolled scenarios [4] . Nevertheless, there is almost no experimental knowledge about the main variability factors found in specic scenarios, which may help in devising robust methods for biometrics at a distance tailored to specic applications of practical importance. The contribution of the present paper is toward this end, by analyzing quantitatively three scenarios of face recognition at a distance, namely: close, medium and far distance between subject and camera. This analysis is conducted quantitatively at two levels for the considered scenarios: 1) main data statistics such as information content, and 2) performance of recognition systems: one commercial, and two other based on popular features (PCA and DCT) and matchers (SVM and GMM).
The scenarios under study are extracted from the NIST Multiple Biometric Grand Challenge [5] , which is focused on biometric recognition at a distance using iris and face. In particular, we use a subset of this benchmark dataset consisting of images of a total of 112 subjects acquired at dierent distances and varying conditions regarding illumination, pose/angle of head, and facial expression. 
Scenario Denition
The three scenarios considered are: 1) close distance, in which the shoulders may be present; 2) medium distance, including the upper body; and 3) far distance, including the full body. Using this three general denitions we marked manually all the 3482 face images from the 147 subjects present in the dataset NIST MBGC v2.0 Face Stills [5] . Some examples images are depicted in Fig. 1 . A portion of the dataset was discarded (360 images from 89 subjects), because the face was occluded or the illumination completely degraded the face. Furthermore, although this information is not used in the present paper, all the images were marked as indoor or outdoor.
Finally, in order to enable verication experiments considering enrollment at close distance and testing at close, medium, and far distance scenarios, we kept only the subjects with at least 2 images in close and at least 1 image in both of the two other scenarios. The data selection process is summarized in The resulting sizes of the segmented faces are shown in Fig. 2 , where we observe to what extent the face size decreases with the acquisition distance. In particular, the average face size in pixels for each scenario is: 988 × 988 for close, 261 × 261 for medium, and 78 × 78 for far distance.
Another data statistic we computed for the three scenarios is the average face quality index provided by VeriLook (0 = lowest, 100 = highest): 73.93 for close, 68.77 for medium, and 66.50 for far distance (see Fig. 3 , computed only for the faces correctly segmented by VeriLook). As stated by VeriLook providers, this quality index considers factors such as lightning, pose, and expression.
Information Content
The entropy of the face images in the dierent acquisition scenarios represents a quantitative assessment of the information content in the gray levels of the images. In principle, an image acquired in controlled conditions (illumination, clean background, neutral pose, ...) would have less entropy than other image acquired at a distance in uncontrolled conditions. In Fig. 4 (top 
Experimental Protocol
Three main experiments are dened for the verication performance assessment across scenarios:
Close2close. This will give us an idea about the performance of the systems in ideal conditions (both enrollment and testing using close distance images).
About half of the close distance subcorpus (754 images) is used for development (training the PCA subspace, SVM, etc.), and the rest (714 images) is used for testing the performance. Close2medium, and close2far protocol. These two other protocols use as training set the whole close distance dataset (1468 face images). For testing the performance of the systems, we use the two other datasets: 836 medium distance images for close2medium, and 660 far distance images for close2far.
Results
In Fig. 5 we show the verication performance for the three considered scenarios: close2close, close2medium, and close2far. We rst observe that VeriLook is the best of the three systems in close2close with an EER around 7%. At the same time, this commercial system is the most degraded in uncontrolled conditions, with an EER close to 40% in close2far, much worse than the other two We also observe in Fig. 5 that the GMM-based system works better in far distance conditions than the other systems, although being the less accurate in close2close and close2medium. This result demonstrates the greater generalization power of this simple recognition approach, and its robustness against uncontrolled acquisition conditions.
Based on this observation, we nally conducted a last experiment simplifying the DCT-GMM complexity in order to enhance its generalization power, seeking for a maximum of performance in the challenging close2far scenario.
The verication performance results are given in Table 3 as EER for decreasing DCT-GMM complexity (N = DCT coecients, M = Gaussian components per GMM). The results indicate in this case that decreasing the recognition complexity (i.e., improving the generalization power) of this simple recognition method does not help in improving its robustness against uncontrolled conditions. In other words, the DCT-GMM recognition complexity initially considered (N = 15, M = 1024), is the most adequate for the close2far scenario studied Table 3 . Verication performance of the DCT-GMM system for dierent congurations.
Discussion and Future Work
An experimental approach towards understanding the variability factors in face recognition at a distance has been reported. In particular, we have conducted a data-driven analysis of three realistic acquisition scenarios at dierent distances (close, medium, and far), as a rst step towards devising adequate recognition methods capable to work in less constrained scenarios. This data-driven analysis has been made for a subset of the benchmark dataset NIST MBGC v2.0 Face Stills.
Our analysis has been focused on: 1) data statistics (segmented face sizes, quality and entropy measures), and 2) verication performance of three systems.
The results showed that the considered systems degrade signicantly in the far distance scenario, being more robust to uncontrolled conditions the most simple approach.
Noteworthy, the scenarios considered in the present paper dier not only in the distance factor, but also in illumination and pose (being the illumination variability much higher in far distance than in close distance). Based on the data statistics obtained and the performance evaluation results, a study of the eects of such individual factors is source for future research.
